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A SPACE FOR MORE
VOICES AND NEW WAYS
The ACMC was created by students with the sole purpose to
provide a platform for students and early career professionals
to actively exchange ideas, present research, and expand
networks.
The 2022 Arts & Cultural Management Conference (ACMC) is inviting papers for its 5th annual
conference in February 2022. Last year, being hosted online for the first time, this conference truly
went global. ACMC 2022 will physically take place in Bilbao, Spain at the University of Deusto, however
simultaneously we plan to stream the conference online so that we can remain global, stay connected
and work together to create real social change in multifaceted ways. ACMC 2022 will provide
participants with the unique opportunity to engage, over the course of three days, with emerging
researchers, professionals, academics, artists and local collectives’ initiatives in insightful
conversations about the arts and cultural sector.
In the past five years, the world has changed drastically and continues to do so. And with it the
cultural sector. Art and cultural institutions continuously need to find ways to adapt, improve and
reflect the society and times that they are rooted in, while remaining a source of enrichment for
diverse audiences. ACMC provides an accessible platform where innovative research and projects on
art and cultural management of the future can be shared, discussed and reflected on. In the past
years a considerable number of voices have been heard via the spaces and contexts offered by the
conference. These people left an important mark on the event. This year we want to bring these
voices together and add even more. Additionally, for the 5th edition of the ACMC, we wanted to
critically re-examine our format and, as such, we asked our community of past and future participants
and partners what topics they would like to see addressed. The three directions that emerged were:
1. Ways to hear more voices: visibility, diversity, inclusion, underrepresentation
2. Ways to address stringent current challenges: accessibility, digitalisation, mental health
3. Ways to be adapted and integrated in the field: sustainability, entrepreneurship
With the conference theme, A Space for More Voices and New Ways, the 5th ACMC welcomes
papers from anyone interested in making an active contribution to the conversation. We take pride in
being recognized as a go-to place when it comes to new, fresh and innovative approaches and
perspectives in the field of Arts & Culture Management. We are hence excited to receive applications
from emerging voices that tackle the theme and subthemes of the year, namely: how to find new
ways to move forward in the arts and cultural sector, while extending the conversation to
include as many voices as possible.
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SUBTHEMES
1. WAYS TO HEAR MORE VOICES:

VISIBILITY, DIVERSITY, INCLUSION & UNDERREPRESENTATIONS

ACMC22 wants the sub-theme of more voices to be at the core of the conference, a red thread that
can be followed throughout all conversations, presentations and activities. We believe it is important
to dedicate a section of the conference to papers touching on inclusion, diversity, visibility and
addressing underrepresentation since we believe these should be central elements in the activity of
cultural institutions, as well as in our professional practice. But Inclusion is a Journey (1). To go
through this journey successfully, art and cultural institutions not only have to acknowledge the
problem, but they have to create the frames, conditions and strategies so that change can happen.
Moreover, they have to bring as many agents as possible to this conversation. What can we do in the
near future to address this? What are some of the steps to follow? How can we discover more initiatives
when visibility is an issue? How do we make sure we give due space to underrepresented groups? Are we
including all the realities when discussing certain issues? Do we need to do so? Are cultural
initiatives/projects/groups from different countries/spaces receiving similar opportunities? How accessible
are local cultural infrastructures for foreign professionals?

2. WAYS TO ADDRESS STRINGENT CURRENT CHALLENGES:
ACCESIBILITY, DIGITALISATION & MENTAL HEALTH

There is no doubt, at this point, that we are living in times governed by technology. The emergence of
new technologies as well as the pace of these developments generate needs that did not exist
before. The arts and culture field has not been evaded either, especially in last year’s context. There is
proof that digitalisation is a popular conversation (e.g. New Digital Europe Programme brings €9.2
billion investment between 2021-2027 (2)) and the arts and culture field has not been evaded either.
If we also take into account another layer of complexity (generated by the sanitary crisis we are still
navigating) we can see a series of recurring elements we believe to be relevant for the near future:
digitalisation, accessibility, well-being, mental health. How do we consume culture? How do we go
beyond digitalisation? Is our digital identity a reality or just a social construct? Is the Internet as accessible as
we believe it to be? What are some myths and suppositions we make about the digitization process in
culture and arts? What are some positive and negative expectations in the field regarding the transfer of
different art forms to the online medium? How does social media affect our mental health, as professionals
in the arts and culture field? What is an appropriate way for cultural and artistic initiatives to communicate
in these new ecosystems? What affects accessibility and drives rates of adoption? What are the invisible
connections that shape cultural consumption (ex.: Internet use and socio-economic class)? How can we
involve more diverse (ability-wise, neuro-divergent, etc.) cultural and artistic actors? What reflections of wellbeing and mental health are we seeing in the field?
1. Shishkova, V. (2020, June). IDEA: Inclusion, Diversity, Equality and Accessibility (4-9).https://www.ietm.org/en/system/files/publications/ietm_publication_idea_06.pdf.
2. New Digital Europe Programme brings €9.2 billion investment between 2021–2027. (2018, 11 juni). ISA2 - European Commission.
https://ec.europa.eu/isa2/news/european-commission-has-announced-investment-%E2%82%AC92-billion-align-next-long-term-eubudget-2021_en

3. WAYS TO BE ADAPTED AND INTEGRATED IN THE FIELD:
SUSTAINABILITY & ENTREPRENEURSHIP
Throughout last year several voices and initiatives have pointed out the importance of the Cultural
Sector, calling it the fourth pillar/dimension of Sustainable Development (3). In order to deploy
culture’s full potential as a power vector for achieving other policy areas’ objectives, the cultural,
creative and cultural heritage sectors as well as their artists and professionals must be further valued,
supported and strengthened. We believe it is possible that cross-sectoral approaches, collaborative
practices and interweaving perspectives can benefit the fields involved as well as ensure progress
while we move forward into a future full of new challenges. We are, hence, interested in discovering
instruments, methods, principles, theories, and generally ways that can be integrated or adapted
to the cultural and artistic field. How can we learn from business models to improve the functioning of
cultural organisations? How does cultural participation help improve new entrepreneurial ideas? Are new
creative businesses rooted to the cultural constraints of their local contexts? Is sustainability tied to urban or
rural contexts’ specificities? What are some possibilities that cultural entrepreneurship can bring to our
current societies? Should we think about sustainability in more personal terms too? Should we consider selfcare as a tool for ensuring long-term sustainability for professionals in the field? Can we use cultural tools
and artistic discourses to take care of ourselves and improve in a post-Covid context? How can we deal with
ambition in a sustainable way to offer healthy job opportunities linked to culture? How can governments
support young talents in order to develop a professional career in arts and culture?

We welcome proposals that fall under one or more of these three
directions and answer - with supporting data - to any of the listed
questions (or other derived ones).

3. Culture and the United Nations Sustainability Development Goals: Challenges and Opportunities. (2021, February). Voices of Culture.
https://voicesofculture.eu/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/VoC-Brainstorming-Report-Culture-and-SDGs.pdf

SUBMISSION
REQUIREMENTS
We welcome a variety of online and offline presentation formats, which may include but are not
limited to the following:
Presentations with Q&A —we welcome non-traditional formats! (15 - 45 min)*
Panel sessions—3-5 researchers & practitioners can discuss topics relevant to the conference
themes (up to 45 min)
Interactive sessions—workshop or seminar (up to 45 min)
Artistic presentations or performances with moderation/Q&A (30 min, including performance &
facilitation/questions time)
Online poster or short movie presentation—visual representation of research with a short write
up that can be displayed in a virtual exhibition space
*We will be taking your time proposals into account, while also making the final decision of time slots according to the content and
how the presentations will fit together both in-situ and online.
We will also take suggestions in the form of a 250-word proposal for online networking activities to help break the ice
between sessions, facilitate connections, and add a social dimension to the online event.
*Please submit your proposals in English

AUTHOR / COORDINATOR
We actively encourage proposals from:
Students & educators
Researchers & academics
Artists
(Emerging) professionals & practitioners working in arts & culture
Representatives of formal or informal initiatives/groups who work at the intersection of any 2 of
the following areas: arts & culture, crafts, youth work, professional/career support, human rights,
social change (ex.: organisations doing cross-sectorial work in arts and human rights, youth work
and cultural leadership, etc.)
NEETs (Not in Education, Employment or Training) with an interest in the arts and culture field

IMPORTANT DATES*
Submissions open: Thursday, 9th of September 2021
Submissions close: Friday 10th of October 2021
Applicants will be notified about the status of their submission by Friday 14th of November 2021
*Dates are subject to change. Should the organisers need to extend deadlines for objective reasons, changes
will be communicated on all official channels as soon as possible.
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SUBMISSION DETAILS

Please submit the following for consideration:
Your research abstract, summary, or event proposal (no more than 300 words) with a few key
references

1. WAYS TO HEAR MORE VOICES:

Please clearly indicate your presentation format & any relevant information on your plan to
present/facilitate

VISIBILITY, DIVERSITY, INCLUSION & UNDERREPRESENTATIONS
Short biography (100 words or less) with your background & interests
All presentation ideas can be submitted to this form

CRITERIA

Students and emerging professionals in arts & cultural management-related fields from Europe and
beyond are invited to submit their proposals. Due to the availability of presentation slots, only a
limited number of presenters will be selected. Presenters will be chosen based on the relevancy of
their research to the conference themes, the originality/creativity of their proposals, & the feasibility of
their suggested presentation format. Short-listed submissions will be considered for pre-conference
participation on ACMC’s blog & social media channels (between 15 November - 15 January).

Last year, being hosted online for the first time, ACMC
truly went global. ACMC 2022 will be a hybrid edition. It
will physically take place in Bilbao, Spain at the
University of Deusto, and simultaneously we plan to
stream the conference online

Core Organising Team

RE-INTRODUCING: LOCALIZED
CONFERENCE HUBS
Following the previous editions of this conference in Hamburg, DE (2018), Vienna, AT (2019),
Groningen, NL (2020) & online (2021), on this anniversary edition we are focusing on making the
conversation global and involving voices from as many backgrounds as possible. Since last year the
initiative of localized hubs was received with great enthusiasm and proved to be a great way for
participants to connect and interact with initiatives otherwise less accessible. [Here is a quick throwback
to some of the conversations in 3 different Localized Hubs from last year: the one in Kolkata, India, the
one in Cottbus, Germany and the one in Bucharest, Romania.] We have, therefore, decided to keep this
section of the conference and to try and geographically spread even more.
In order to do so, we open submissions within a separate call for all groups, initiatives,
teams who are interested in becoming an ACMC22 localized hub.

WHAT ARE LOCALIZED HUBS?
Think of every hub as a satellite ACMConference. Each hub will have a coordinator that will work
directly with the ACMC core-planning team. Hubs are invited to foster pre-conference as well as inconference discussions surrounding the 2022 theme of A Space for More Voices and New Ways
and generate local & regional interest for #ACMC22. The supporting hub events can be online or inperson, depending on situations surrounding Covid-19. There is no set format. Hubs are encouraged
to be creative & innovative in their design & how they meaningfully engage with their community.
Collaboration between hubs is also encouraged. We will make sure to offer our infrastructure to
support the dissemination of these events, since we see each hub or place-based group of students
& emerging professionals or indicatives as activities that complement the #ACMC22 three-day virtual
and in-situ agenda.

WHO IS INVITED TO PROPOSE ACTIVITIES VIA A LOCALIZED HUB?
The same categories identified previously apply:
Students & educators
Researchers & academics
Artists
(Emerging) professionals & practitioners working in arts & culture
Representatives of formal or informal initiatives/groups who work at the intersection of any 2 of
the following areas: arts & culture, crafts, youth work, professional/career support, human rights,
social change (ex.: organisations doing cross-sectorial work in arts and human rights, youth work
and cultural leadership, etc.)
NEETs (Not in Education, Employment or Training) with an interest in the arts and culture field

Although the Call for Proposals is also directed towards more than one researcher/emerging
professional/initiative representative, we see the Localized Hubs as a more suitable place to present
an initiative or a project run by a team. In addition to that, we would like to nurture this section of
the ACMC to become a place for more outside-the-box approaches. And while we hold research
and data-based work as a core value, we will keep the more traditional (theoretical, methodological,
etc.) approaches for the speaker's & workshop section mentioned in the call above, and open the
localized hubs space for activities that have a research/theoretical/factual premise and take a creative
form of presentation.

SAMPLE IDEAS
Poster presentations by those completing or finished with thesis research
Round/digital table discussion surrounding a question(s) related to the theme & relevant to the
area/organisation/program
Pre-event reading group that recommends & discussions readings relevant to the themes
Session held in a language other than English, performances, artistic displays of researched
themes, video projects
... and other brilliant ideas proposed by you!
* We appreciate it if you send the proposal in English even if your proposed activity will be held in a different language

Those interested in forming their own localized hub can fill in this form
and join the @ACMCnetwork Slack channel.
Please get in touch with any questions via email or social media.

GENERAL INFO ABOUT ACMC
The ACMC is a unique platform that encourages students & emerging professionals specializing in
various disciplines within arts & cultural management to:
Exchange knowledge internationally.
Gain visibility & feedback on their research & projects.
Learn from other professionals & academics working in the industry.
Collaborate & get involved in interactive sessions.
Grow professional & academic networks.

Signed, this years’ core organising team,
Daniela, Julia, Sofia, Ana, Augustina & Luna
You can find us & interact on these channels:

Mail

Slack

Facebook page

Facebook group

Website

Instagram

LinkedIn

And subscribe to our newsletter if you want to stay updated!
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Co-organiser:

